
CUB's mission is 
to lower your gas, 
electric and phone 
costs. 
• CUB's battles before state regulators and in the

courts have saved Illinois consumers more than

$20 billion.

• CUB's Consumer Hotline {1-800-669-5556)

helps thousands of Illinoisans each year resolve

individual problems with their utility companies.

• CUB's outreach team holds hundreds of free,

money-saving events each year, including utility

bill clinics that provide one-on-one help for

consumers, showing them how to cut their costs

by potentially hundreds of dollars a year.

• CUB's award-winning website

(CitizensUtilityBoard.org) offers a library

of publications that help you cut your utility

bills and avoid rip-offs.

• CUB is your voice in the state legislature,

fighting for tougher consumer protection laws

and standing up to utility attempts to weaken

reforms.
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SUPPORT FROM ILLINOIS 
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CUB is a nonprofit, statewide utility watchdog organization created Record Peoples Gas Refund ::::, ... 
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by the Illinois Legislature in 1983 to work for lower gas, electric and After CUB uncovered a sweetheart deal between Peoples Energy "' Q)
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CUB helped negotiate a record $224 million phone credit, or about t- -ffr Q) c,: 
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$50 per customer, as part of the legal settlement to resolve 11,1 ro-

CUB is the only Illinois group 100 percent focused on cutting your _, -== ... �] <( 
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utility bills. We fight before state and federal regulators, in the halls u, Q) ... 
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better service from gas, electric and phone companies. Since O'. f-
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w 20% Electric Rate Cut 
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opening its doors in 1984, CUB has saved Illinoisans more than :,: (.) >- 0 (/) c,: z 
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CUB helped win a 20 percent rate cut for most Illinois electric z -== r-i >-

$20 billion-and the amount grows every day. 
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consumers as part of a 1997 law that restructured the industry. w 
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The record reduction saved consumers more than $4 billion. 
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and avoid rip-offs through an award-winning website z Q 
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ComEd customers saw a historic $1.3 billion refund and 0 8 § 
holds hundreds of money-saving events across Illinois, and c:= <C E 

$339 million rate cut as part of a 1996 settlement CUB helped c:= cu !l Ill 
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a hotline (1-800-669-5556) that handles thousands of consumer Q) Q) 0 

win. The refund was the largest electric rebate ever in the country. =-= 
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complaints against utilities each year. 11,1 ....., .0 al 
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CUB MAKES A LITTLE GO A LONG WAY. - _. 0 
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CUB helped block an attempt by Illinois' largest energy company to c:= 11,1 ....., :ffi .s 
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a year, a small price to pay to keep your utility costs in check. u� 
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w z "" For more information, visit CitizensUtilityBoard.org 

or call 1-800-669-5556. 
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